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The radial vibrations of an infinite elastic circular cylinder of unit radius under 
the effect of a fitted stiff strap of width 2~ performing oscillations at a frequen- 
cy o are considered. The solvability of this problem and the uniqueness of its 

solution at all the frequencies under consideration in this paper are given a foun- 
dation. A method is proposed for constructing the approximate formulas describ- 
ing the state of stress under a stamp and the behavior of the cylinder outside the 
stamp with given accuracy. Results are given of a numerical analysis of the wave 

processes under the stamp and on the free surface of the cylinder for a flat stamp. 

1. Using the principle of limiting absorption [ 1, 21, the problem is reduced to the 
solution of the integral equation 

(I 

s 
k (x - t) q (t) dt = 2nf (z), Izl<a 

--a 

k (1) = s K (u) eiU* d/r 

K (IL) : - x2al [(u” - 1/2 x2)“Z (al) - u2a,o,Z(a,) + 2x2’J,1-1 

(11 = ( CL2 - px2p c2 = (US - .2)‘% 
p = (Va - Y) (1 2 v)-1, 

, )p = p&-l 
I (u) = 410 (u) 11-l (u)] 
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(1.2) 

(1.3) 

Here 1,~ (u), 1, (u) are Bessel functions of imaginary argument, v is the Poisson’s 

ratio, C is the shear modulus, p is the material density, q (5) and f (z) are functions 

Fig. 1 

The expansion (1.4) is charac- 

teristic for integral equation ker- 
nels originating in the investiga- 

tion of problems with cylindrical contact domains p]. In the case under consideration 
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characterizing the contact stresses 
and the displacement of points of 

the cylinder surface under thestamp, 
respectively. 

The function K (u) in (1.3) is 
analytic in the complex domain, 
even, real and with a finite num- 
ber of zeros and poles on the real 
axis. As u + CO 

K (u) = clu-l + (1.4) 
c2u-2 + 0 (u-3) 
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Cl = 1 - Y, c.J = '1, (1 - Y) (3 - 4v). 

The contour o in (1.2) lies on the real axis and deviates from it only in passing above 
the negative and below the positive zeros and poles in K (u) in (1.3) [ 1, 21. 

2. Presented in Fig. 1 are neutral curves showing the distribution of the real zeros 
(dashed lines) and the poles (solid lines) of the kernel K (u) in (1.3) as a function of 

the value of the parameter x (Y = 0.3). It is seen that as the frequency increases (in 
this case the parameter x) , the quantity of zeros m, and poles m increase (in the ge- 
neral case m > ml). Let us note [1] that ml and m is the quantity of wave pairs with 

nondecreasing amplitude under the stamp and on the free cylinder surface, respectively. 
It is easy to detect that strict alternation of the zeros and poles is observed (this holds 

even for values of x corresponding to intersections of the neutral curves since the func- 
tion K (u) evidently has just a single zero at these points) for each fixed x (with the 
exception of cases of convexity of the neutral curves to the left, which are not examined 

here). 
The solvability of the integral equation (1.1) and the uniqueness of its solution at all 

the frequencies under consideration follow from ‘the condition of strict alternation of the 

zeros and poles [ 1, 21. 

3. To construct the approximate solution of the integral equation (1. l), let us replace 
the kernel K (u) in (1.3) by the function 

n 
K* (u) = cl (13 + P)-‘/z n (u2 - z”,) (u2 -$-’ 

k=l 

(3.1) 

Here B 9 1 is an approximation parameter given in advance, yk (k = 1, 2, , . . m) 

and zk (It = 1, 2, . . .mJ are real poles and zeros of the function K (u) in (1.3). The 
remaining Yc=iA(k=m+l,m+2,... n), A > 0 is an additional approximation 
parameter which must be introduced as dictated by the use of a Bernshtein polynomial 
as an approximating function [4], and zk (Im zk > 0, k = ml + 1, ml + 2, . . . n) are 
complex numbers which satisfy the condition of the least deviation of K* (u) in (3.1) 

from K (u) in (1.3) on the real axis together with the parameter A [5]. An error esti- 
mate of the approximate solution of the integral equation is given in [5], where a form 
of the approximating function similar to (3.1) is used. 

4. Let us examine the case f (sj = exp ( iq.z ?.The solution of (1.1) is 

(4.1) 

rk = e 2ai*kKL (zk) [K,' (-z,)]-' 

a* (z) : pw;1 (q) (z - qj-’ * e-i=flKk’T* (9) (z f q)-’ 
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Here Bks* are elements of the matrix inverse to a matrix of the form I] 6ik & (zi + 

zii)-lric flak, and 8ih is the Kronecker symbol, 
The behavior of the cylinder surface outside the stamp is described by the functions 

W+iE 

‘p+ (2) = eifix + &- ’ 
s 

K, (u) c@(=~~) efianK$ (9) (u + q)-l+ (4.2) 
-co-- ia 

QZ (u + Zk)_l du + 0 (PB=), _tr x > a 

k=l 
I 

Reducing the right sides of (4.1) and (4.2) to a form convenient for the application 
of operational calculus formulas, and using these latter, we obtain 

9 (z) = ei’XK-i (n) [T+ (q) + 2’ (- Q) - 11 _t A+e-B(a+x) [n (a + “)I+ i_ (4*3) 

A4-e-B(a-r) ln (a _ I) I-‘/Z + ; [~k+;rk(a+x) + Nk-eizk(a-X)] + 
k=l 

-++-’ (Zk) [ Qkf (1 - Tf (- Zk)) e-izh(a+x) - 

0 (e-zBa) 

Ark* = T* (q) Sf (zk) [K,’ (- zk)]-l, Pf (z) = To* (x) ST (- z) 

I=n-m-1 

Sk (22) = - eTiaSRk (q) (x F q)-l -F_ . 2 akf (zk + x)-l 
k=l 

T+ (q) = erf V(B + iq) (a fr), II** (q) = erf V(B -I- is) (- a f 2) 

The degenerate component of the solution is disclosed in the right side, as are also 
the terms with the singularity characteristic on the stamp edges for contact problems 
[S] which diminish exponentially with distance from the stamp edges. 
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Multiplying (4.3) by the time factor exp (- iot), we detect a wave pair with non- 
decreasing amplitude under the stamp mi , The remaining terms in (4.3) diminish ex- 
ponentially with distance from the stamp edges. 

Multiplying (4.4) by exp (- iot), we note that m waves with nondecreasing amplitude 
move on the free cylinder surface on both sides of the stamp. The remaining terms in 

the right side of (4.4) decrease exponentially. As must have been expected. there are no 

reflected waves here. If the complex coefficients M&f and Nk.* in (4.4) and (4.3) are 
represented in trigonometric form, then values of the amplitude and phase shift can be 

obtained for the appropriate wave. 

5. It can be concluded from the above that the clearest wave process appears suffi- 
ciently far from the stamp edges. Let us investigate the functions Q (z), cp+ (2) andq- (5) 

under the assumption 1 a - Ix I/ > B-l in the case of a flat stamp (n = 0). We have 

(5.1) 

We conclude from the form of the right side of the first relationship in (5.1) that in 
this case the wave process under the stamp, at a sufficient distance from the edges, is de- 
termined by the sum of m, standing waves. The remaining terms if the first relationship 
in (5.1). except for the degenerate one, decrease sharply since Im zk > 0, k = mi -+ i, 
m, f 2, * . ., n. Also detected are m waves moving on the free cylinder surface on both 

sides of the stamp. The function X(I) in the fourth relationship in (5.1) is exponentially 
decreasing. 

As an illustration, let us consider the vibration of a stamp in the cases x = 1.9 and 
x = 4.45. 

Wehavefora=7,B=10,n=m+4: 
1) A = 3.441 and K-1 (0) = 4.057 with an error less than 7% for x -= i-9, m = 

rrQ=l. 
2) A - 7.774, K-l (0) = - 1.783 with less than 2% error for x == 4.45. m = 3, 

“‘1 = 2 l 

The remaining quantities needed to compute q (5) for 1x1 < 6 and 9 (2) for 5 > 1 
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can be taken from Table 1. As a computation shows, the function X (r) in the third re- 
lationship in (5.1) can be neglected on the section 5 > 1 . 

Table 1 

1.90 

4.45 

Rezk 

1.016 

0.623 
0.623 

2.23 
2.379 

-1.293 
1.293 

- 
- 

2261 
4.188 
4.188 
7.875 

- 

2940 
7.683 
7.683 
7.803 

11 .OOO 

-0.669 -0.181 
-0.220 -0.043 
-0.090 0.073 

0.057 0.101 
1.947 0.370 

-0.984 0.402 
-0.209 0.090 

1.433 -2.575 
-0.040 0.101 

0.036 0.097 
-- 
- 

- 
- 

ImNg yli 

1.232 

0.752 

2.357 

4.496 

ReS/( 

-0.137 

0.912 

20.002 

0.102 

IrnSlc 

--0.162 

0.127 

O.C’O3 

0.146 

In the first case, the function 4 (x) is described completely satisfactorily for 111 < 6 
by the formula p (x) = 4.057 + 1.386 exp (4.3351) cos 1.016x 

with less than 1% maximum error for 1x1 = 6. The function ‘p (x) is described complet- 

ely satisfactorily by the formula 
‘p (5) = 0.212 exp (4.017 i + 1.232 is) 

with less than 5% maximumerrorfor x = 1 . The accuracy of both formulas rises with 

distance from the stamp edges. 
In the second case, it can be shown by using Table 1 and the first and fourth relation- 

ships in (5.1) that the wave process under the stamp is determined on the section IzI< 6 

by the sum of two standing waves, while the wave process on the free cylinder surface is 

determined for r > 1 by the sum of three waves moving on both sides of the stamp. 
Using the trigonometric representations of the complex numbers Nh- and Sk. we can ob- 

tain both the amplitude and the phase shift for each wave. 

The author is grateful to I. I. Vorovich, G, Ia. Popov and V. A. Babe&o for attention to 
the research and valuable comments. 
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